
ME419: Telling Time (Review) page i 19

I How many minutes is it past the hour? Count by 5s around the clock, filling in the boxes as you go.
a) Eli b) El c) El/4E>%\

El El 1 2\

El
=zE:3)Ll 9

1

El 3)E14/ 8 4

L1 El

DDE El
d) e) f)

21El El212El
(9 3)El El(9 3)El El( 3)El

E1\J2El
ED DDE DDE

2. What is the hour?
Example: The hour hand (the short hand) moves inThe first one has been /‘ \ a clockwise direction.done for you. /

) When the hand is between 7 and 8
‘.L;<’ the hour is still 7.

b)

11L:3
c) d)

______

Hour:

______

Hour:

______

Hour:

______

f)
h)

Hour: 1
e)

12

0
Hour:

______

g)

Hour:

______

i)

Flour:

(Q U1flf) math
.

Hour:

______

k) 12

0
I)

Hour:
____ Hour:

_________

Hour:



ME4-19: Telling Time (Review) (continued)
page 12

3 Give the time on the following analog clocks: (i) in numbers; and (ii) in words.

Thirty minutes after twelve

b)

d)

4. Give the time on the following digital clocks in: (i) in words; and (ii) as an analog clock.

.o jump math

8:15

Ei8:2ZJ

a)

c)

12 : 30

a) jt:1j b)

5. Draw the hands on each clock.

a) b) c)

4:45 2:10



ME420: Telling lime (Half and Quarter Hours) page 121

g) h)

8° H:

quarter to:r 7

jump math
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c)

quarterto lOorli

g) ii 12 h)

quarter past 5 or 6

When the minute hand (the long hand) travels
from the 12 around the clock until it hits the
12 again, one hour has passed.

“half past” “quarter past” “quarter to”

I . In each question, shade in the space from the 12 to the minute hand as above. Then indicate
whether the minute hand is “half past”, “quarter past” or “quarter to” the hour.

a) d)

half past

e) f)

2. Circle the right answer. The first one has been done for you.

a)

e)

b)

f)

quarterto lOor9

d)

quarter to I or 2

quarter past 2 or 3 quarter past 4 or 5 quarter past 10 or 9



page 122

2. Which hour is the hour hand nearer to?

a) b) ii 12

lOoril

f)

12 or I

3. Tell the time in two ways.

25 minutes past 8

35 minutes to __9

40 minutes past

______

20 minutes to

______

(:8°

V23

ME4-21 : Telling Time in Two Ways

I . In each question, shade in the spaces from the I 2 to the minute hand, so thatthe shaded part is less

than a half.

a) d)

f)

e)

i)

Circle the right answer.

c) 12 d)

O72
43

6

6 or 7

9orlO 3or4 2or3

4 or 5

j) 11 12

7 or 8

b) />If° 2”\ 15 minutes pastc_1) 45minutesto

_____

d)

a)

c)

ch. jump math

50 minutes past.

IOminutesto

_____



iIE422: TeHng Time (OneMinute nterva1s) page 123

Fach (1IViSOhi on ihe ciock stands [oi I rntrite.

V\fhen we count, we can see that he minute hand is pointing
three lines (or 3 minutes) after the 12.

This means that t is three minutes after the hour.

minutes past minutes past

Example;
On this clock, the minute hand is pointing between the 4 and the 5.

First we count by 5’s until we reach the 4: 20 minutes have passed.
Then we count on by ones: 2 minutes have passed.

20 + 2 = 22 minutes have passed

It is 2:22 or twenty4wo minutes after two.

How many minutes past the hour is it? The first one has been done for you.

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

--—- ?___

m ii utes past minutes past minutes past

minutes past

( )
C) rioti



ME4-22: Telling Time (One-Minute Intervals) (continued)
page 124

2. For each clock, write the entire time — that is, the hour and the exact minute. The first one has been

[i:4]

jump moth
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done for you.

a)

d)

6 : 24

b)

e)

h)

k)

c)

f)

i)

I)j)

6

[b [I E1i : [•:i F : t



b) 4:45 and 5:05.

Time elapsed:

_______

c) 12:35and 1:05.

Time elapsed:

_______

Time elapsed:

_______

3. It is now 5:10. Mohamed started playing at 4:25. How long has he been playing?
4. Kyla goes to bed at 7:45. Jake’s bed time is 30 minutes later. What time does Jake go to bed?
5 Ann put cookies in the oven at 4:50. They should bake for 40 minutes.

At what time should she take them out?

5:10 to 5:30 3:05 to 3:35

ME4-23 Elapsed Time page 125

I By counting by 5s, find out how much time elapsed from...

a)
Start b) c)
time

d) e)

2. Count by 5s to show how much time has elapsed between .

a) 6:50 and 7:25.

6:50 , 6:55 , 7:00 , 7:05 ,

_______, _______, _______, _______
_______

0 5 10 15

Time elapsed:

_______

10:15 to 10:50

f)

7:35 to 8:00 3:40 to 4:00 9:25 to 10:00

d) 1:55and 2:30.

jump math
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ME4-24: Elapsed Time (Advanced)

I . Find how much time has passed between the times in bold (intervals are not shown to scale).

15 minuteS 2 hours 10 minutes

a) I I I I i-H

5:45 5:50 5:55 6:00 7:00 8:00 8:05 8:10

Time elapsed:

b)
i I I I IH

11:5011:55 12:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 3:05

c)

Time elapsed:

i I I I I I IH

7:40 7:45 7:50 7:55 8:00 9:00 9:05 9:10 9:15

Timeelapsed

page 126

2. Count on by 5-minute and by 1-hour intervals to find out how much time has elapsed between .

a) 3:45and605.

—---,

5c__, 3:55, 4O, OO, OO, EO5 Time elapsed:

3. Find how much time has elapsed by subtraction.

a) 3:43 b) 8:22 c) 11:48
— 3:20 —

7:21 —
530

? Draw a time line to find out how much time has elapsed between ...

a) 7:4OandlOlO. b) 4:35and6:05. c) 8:SOand 10:10.

jump moth

b) 7:50 and 9:10.

c) i0:S5and 12:20.

Time elapsed:

Time elapsed:

e) 3:42
— 1:05

d) 6:40
— 2:25



ME4-25: Times of Day page 127

The time period from 12 o’clock midnight to 12 o’clock noon is called am. (‘(* am. II

‘%:S morning

Example: When you wake up at 7 o’clock in the morning, it is called 7 aCm.

pm *The time period from 12 o’clock noon to 12 o’clock midnight is called p.m. < .
.

l:4 afternoon *
*

& evening
Example: When you go to bed at 8 o’clock in the evening, it is called 8 p.m.

I . Are the following times a.m. or p.m.?

a) 7 o’clock in the morning

________

b) 2 o’clock in the afternoon

________

c) 9 o’clock in the evening d) 10 o’clock at night

e) 4 o’clock in the afternoon f) 3 o’clock in the morning

BONUS:

g) 2 hours before noon h) 3 hours fj noon

I) I hour before midnight j) 4 hours fijr midnight

2. a) List two things you do in the a.m. b) List two things you do in the p.m.

(

Ii 3. Anit’s schedule:

(\)
Wakeup Eat breakfast Catch bus Bus arrives.

at school

I I I I I I
7:00am 7:15 8:00 9:00

! a) At what time does Anit eat breakfast?

b) What time does he catch the bus?

c) How long does the bus take to get to school?

4. Design a time line of a typical school day. Include the time you wake up, leave for school, etc.

o jumpmoth ) /c’o t ,4 )p
c/ ‘ 4 42



ME4-29: Topics in Time page 131

: I . Unscramble the months and write them in order.

June, February, April, January, December, May, March, November, August, October, July, September

1.

_______________

2.

_______________

3.

_______________

4.

_______________

5.

_________________

6.

_________________ _________________

8.

__________________

9

_______________

10.

_______________

11.

_______________

12.

_______________

2. Give the numbers of each month. .

NOTE: Put a 0 in front of 1-digit numbers. : •

Month Number

For instance write May as 05. April

February

December

3. Convert the dates below into standard (SI) notation.
Example:

a) June 18, 1963 b) April 9, 1976 June 5, 2002

c) May 24, 2001 d) December 25, 1987
2002— 06 —05

e) September 29, 1942 f) July 1, 1867 g) March 14, 1973

4. Convert the following dates into written form.

a) 1982—07—25

__________________

b) 1999—12—31

__________________

c) 2001 — 06 — 01

_____________________

d) 1963 — 05 — 07

_____________________

e) 1977—05—17

__________________

f) 1981—05—08

__________________

c:: . A decade is 10 years. A century is 100 years. Fill in the blanks.

a) 40 years =

______

decades b) 60 years =

______

decades c) 90 years

______

decades

d) 200 years =

______

centuries e) 800 years =

______

centuries f) I 500 years =

_____

centuries

g) 2 decades =

______

years h) 3 centuries =

______

years i) 40 decades =

____

centuries

6. Is the date 2003 — 24 — 02 possible in SI Notation? Explain. What error do you think was made

7. Canada became a country in 1867. a) Was this more than a century ago?

b) About how many decades ago was this?

/‘ . ,/. . ..

)(., - .

op jumpmoth
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i E427: Time Intervals

I . Change the time expressed in weeks and days to days only.

pagel29

a) 2 weeks 3 days b) 2 weeks 5 days C) 3 weeks 2 days

= 14 days + 3 days =

___

days+

____

days =

____

days +

____

days

2. Janice wants to know how long it took her plant to grow a certain height.
Help her find the time in days. ‘I’

a) Complete the chart.

b) How long does it take for the plant to grow 2 cm?

c) Looking at the chart, how long (in days) would you guess it took for the plant to reach I I cm?

3. Approximately how long does it take you to perform the following activities? Don’t forget units!

Activity Estimated Daily Time

Sleeping

Getting dressed

Getting to school

Eating lunch

Doing homework

(Th:h jump math

Activity Estimated Daily Time

Playing outside

Reading

Talking to your family

Watching TV

Daydreaming

= 17 days =

____

days =

_____

days

Height of Time after Planting
R h k

Time after PlantingJanice’s plant (in weeks and days) oug or
an days

2cm Oweeksand4days Ox7O O+44 4

4cm Iweekandiday 1x77 7÷1z8

6 cm I week and 5 days

8 cm 2 weeks and 2 days

10cm 2weeksand6days

12cm 3weeksand3days



ME4-28: Longer Time Intervals

Years are related to days and weeks as follows:

I year = 365 days and I year = 52 weeks

NOTE: There are 366 days in a leap year.

page 13Q

I . Put the units in order from smallest to largest (1 means smallest; 5 means largest).

[ day :i [ minute] week j [j [ hourJ

1

3. Match each question with the unit of time you would use to give the answer.

How old are you? months

d) YsT j;—i

.

How long does recess last?

How long do you sleep each night?

How long is March Break?

How long is summer vacation?

years

weeks

minutes

hours

4.jft

1810

I I

1850 1860 1870

I i I
1880 1890 1900

Sir John A. Macdonald was the first Prime Minister of Canada.

a) Mark the events from his life on the time line.

b) How old was he when he moved to Canada?

c) How long after he moved to Canada did

Canada become a country?

A 1815 Born in Scotland

B 1820 MovedtoCanada

C 1843 Married Isabella Clark

9 fT5r

E 1891 Died in Ottawa

,

jump math
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2. Fill in the charts.

a) Days Hours

I [ 24

b) Weeks Days

7

2

3

c) Years Weeks

F i 52

3
———

I I I

1820 1830 1840

I I



ME4-38: Volume

Volume is the amount of space taken up by a three dimensional object. I cm block

To measure volume, we can use I cm blocks. These blocks are uniform height

C

squares, with length, width and height all I cm long. 1 cm

width cm
= 1 cm

The volume of a container is based on how many of these I cm blocks will fit inside the container.

r r no
This object, made of centimetre cubes, has a volume of

4 cubes or 4 cubic centimetres (written 4 cm3).

I . Using “cubes” as your unit of measurement, write the volume of each object.
a)

b)
c)

_________

2. Given a structure made of cubes, you can draw a “mat plan” as shown.

3 1 1 The numbers tell you how many cubes
are stacked in each position.

For each figure below, fill in the missing numbers in the mat plan.

)E
.

b)

c) I 1

2b
iUIflP math

Pageg4

d)

Number of cubes Number of cubes

______

e)

Number of cubes Number of cubes

Number of cubes

______

Number of cubes

_______



I
ME439: Volume of Rectangular Prisms page 295

I .
Use the number of blocks in the shaded column to write an addition statement and a multiplication

statement for each area.

a)

j {
b)

j

__

c) _ : : :

_____
____

x =

2. How many I cm3 blocks are in each shaded row? (Blocks are not shown to scale.)

a) b) c) d)

blocks

______

blocks

______

blocks

______

blocks

: a) Write an addition statement for the volume of the shape.

+ + + =

_____

cm3

b) Write a multiplication statement for the same volume:

____

x =

______

cm3

4. a) How many blocks are shaded?

______

b) Write an addition statement for the volume of the shape.

____

+

____

+

____

+ =

______

cm3

c) Write a multiplication statement for the same volume.

___

x4=

___

cm3

5. Write an addition and multiplication statement for each volume.

a) ::Th\[\N’\\NNN +

____

+

____
______

cm3

N I I I

_____

3 =

_______

cn3

b)

____

+

____

+

____

+ =

______

cm3

____

x =

______

cm3

c)

_
_

+ + +

_
_

+

_
_

____

cm3

x =

____

cm3

(() jump moth



ME4-39: Volume of Rectangular Prisms (continued

Number of blocks on end
= height x width
= 3 x 2 =6

Number of blocks on end
= height x width
=

____

x

____

=12

7. How many blocks are in each prism?

a)
t\ b)

height..1

{width’

Number of blocks in prism
= height x width x length
= x x =

Number of blocks in prism
= height x width x length
= x x =

8. Find the volume of each box with the indicated dimensions (assume all units are in metres).HINT:VHxLxW

Width:

________

d)

Length:

________

Height:

_________

Volume =

Width:

_________

Length:

________

Height:

________

Volume =

Volume = Volume = Volume =

Q
jump math
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6. How many blocks are on the end of each prism?

a) b)

page

Number of blocks on end
= height x width
= x

____

=8

c)

Number of blocks in prism
= height x width x length
= x x =

2

b)Width:

_________

Length:

_______

Height:

_________

Volume =

a)

c)Efj

4

3

Width:

_________

Length:

________

Height:

________

Volume =

9. Find the volumes of the rectangular prisms from the mat plans shown below.

a) 5 5 5 W:

5 5 5 L:

H:

b) 3 3 W:

____

3 3 L:

______

H:

c) 2 2 2 2 2 W:

2 2 2 2 2 L:

H:



ME440: Mass
page 297

Mass measures the amount of substance .

. Things that weigh about Things that weigh about
in a thing. Grams (g) and kilograms (kg) one gram: one kilogram:
are units for measuring weight or mass. ‘,. A paper clip v A one litre bottle of water

One kilogram is equal to I 000 grams. A dime v A bag of 200 nickels

V A chocolate chip v Two squirrels

I . If one paper clip has a weight of approximately one gram, how much would ...

a) 2 paper clips weigh?

________________

b) 8 paper clips weigh?

________________

Now, hold a paper clip in one hand, and your pencil in the other. Think about how many paper clips

you would need to balance the weight of the pencil.

c) About how much does your pencil weigh? d) About how much does your pen weigh?

E I L
2. If a dime has a weight of approximately one gram, how much would ...

a) 300 in dimes weigh?

_____

b) 500 in dimes weigh?

_____

c) 800 in dimes weigh?

______

3. Estimate the weight of the following things, in grams.

a) a chocolate chip cookie

_____

b) an apple c) a shoe

4. Can you name an object (other than those listed above) that weighs aboLit one gram?

5. Answer the questions based on the given information on the weight of Canadian coins.

NOTE: The approximate weights of each coin are given below.

.
a) How much would 150 in nickels weigh?

______________

Nickel 4 grams

Dime 2 grams b) How much would 9 dimes weigh?

______________

Quarter 4 grams c) How much would $1 .00 in quarters weigh?

______________

Loonie 7 grams
d) How much would two loonies weigh?

___________

e) How many quarters weigh as much as 6 nickels?

__________

f) Estimate how much a toonie weighs.

______

¶) jump math



ME4-40: Mass (continued)

6. Match the objects on the left with objects on
the right that have a similar mass.

jump moth
çi

7. What unit is more appropriate to measure
each item? Circle the appropriate unit.

. c grams or kilograms?

-

•

grams or kilograms?

grams or kilograms?

8. a) Order (by letter) the following from [east to greatest mass.

A. blue whale B. ant C. horse

_____,

b) Order (by letter) the following from greatest to least mass.

A. 10-year-old human B. house cat C. elephant

9. Check off the appropriate box. Would you use grams or kilograms to weigh ...

a) a moose? g kg b) a desk?

c) a piece of cheese? LI g E kg d) a tiny bird?

e) a pencil? J g J kg f) yourself?

10. Circle the weight that is more appropriate for the object in the picture.

Page9

;!

:1

Lg kg

Eg kg

g kg

1

6

a)

22 kilograms OR 222 grams

I I . Write in the missing masses to balance the scales.

a)

b)

130 grams OR 13 kilograms

b)

4i



ME4-41 : Changing Units of Mass

1 I kilogram = 1000 grams I kilometre = 1000 metres

Looking at the equations above, what do you think the Greek word “kilo” means?

2. What do you need to multiply a measurement in kilograms by to change it to grams?

3 Change the following measurements to grams.

page 299

a) 3kg=

______

b) 9kg=

______

c) l7kg=

_______

d) 25kg=

_______

4 Write an estimate of your weight in kilograms and change your estimate to grams.

:

6. Circle the greater measure in each pair.
NOTE: First change both measurements to the same unit.

a) 25g 35g b) 20g 17g c) 3kg 5kg

d) 50 g 2 kg e) 400 g I kg f) 2 000 g I kg

7. Use some of these masses of Antarctic birds to create a problem about mass.
Solve your problem.

Emperor Penguin 45 kg; Adelie Penguin 6.5 kg; Giant Antarctic Petrel 5 kg;
Cape Petrel 550 g; Snow Petrel 300 g.

jump math 4Am;4uw
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29B

5. a) A baby has a mass of 4 000 grams, which is the same as 4 kg.
Another baby has a mass of 3 000 grams.

What is its mass in kg?

____________

b) What fact did you use to change grams to kilograms?



ME443 Capacity page 301

The capacity of a container is how much it can hold. The capacity of a regular carton of milk is I L.

Litres (L) and millilitres (mL) are the basic units for measuring capacity — 1 litre (L) = 1000 millilitres (mL)

Some sample capacities:

I teaspoon = 5 mL
: can of pop 350 mL 1 regular carton ofjuice = 1 L

1 tube of toothpaste = 75 mL 1 large bottle of shampoo 750 mL 1 large can of paint = 3 to 5 L

I Check off the appropriate box. Would you use millilitres (mL) or litres (L) to measure the capacity of .

a) a cup of tea? mL L L b) a rain drop? LJ mL LI L

c) a bath tub? El mL L d) a bucket of ice cream? D mL L

e) a swimming pool? mL L f) a medicine bottle? LJ mL j L

2. Clare fills a measuring cup with 40 mL of water.
. 40

40She pours out some water and notices there 30 .
. 30are 30 mL left

How much water did she pour out?

3. a) How many containers of size C would hold 20 L?

__5 L
b) How many containers of size A would hold as much water

as 3 containers of size B?
A B

c) Which will hold more: 4 containers of size B or 3 containers
of size C?

4. How many containers of the given capacity would be needed to make a litre? Explain.
a) lOOmL b) 200mL c) 500mL d) 250mL

5. Aron filled a large pot with water using a jug with a capacity of 250 mL.
He filled and emptied the jug 4 times to fill the pot.
What was the pot’s capacity?
Can you write the capacity in two different ways?

jump math
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ME4-44: Mass and Capacity

I . Jenna is carrying grocerje in her bag there is .

. .
lLofmiIk

. a 500 mL bottle of olive oil

0 a 500 mL bottle of vinegar

. a 700 mL jar Oftomato sauce

What is the total capacity of the items in mL?

2. Circle true or false for each question below.

a) You would measure the weight of a car in litres.

b) A gram is used to measure volume.

c) The contents of a can of pop are usually measured in kilograms.

d) Grams are used to measure the weight of objects.

3. Write a unit of measurement to make each statement reasonable.

True

True

True

True

a) A tea cup holds about 200 of tea.

c) A house cat weighs over oo

False

False

False

False

b) A chair has a mass of about 4

d) A bucket hOlds about 8 of water.

4. For each recipe . . . a) circle the measurements of capacity and underline the measurements
,

of mass.

b) total the measurements of mass.

c) total the measurements of capacity.

Ice Cream

i I L fresh fruit

50 mL lemon Juice

250 mL heavy cream

*3 250 mL 11ghz’ cream

150 g sugar

Tomato Sauce

—. 30 mL olive oil

800 mL can of tomatoes

l4ui:TEO 3Q mL tomato paste

5 g fresh oregano

2 g fresh basil

Birthday Cake

‘I5 gbutter

300 g sugar

2 eggs

280 g flour

150 mL milk

Mass: Mass:

Capacity: Capacity:

Mass:

Capacity:



page 287
E543:VoIume

Volume is the amount of space taken up by a three dimensional object.
height I cm blockTo measure volume, we can use 1 cm blocks. These blocks are uniform cm L

Iengthsquares with length, width, and height all I cm long.
width

cm
= 1 cm

The volume of a container is based on how many of these 1 cm blocks will fit inside the container.

qj•
This object, made ofcentimetre cubes, has a volume of

4 cubes or 4 cubic centimetres (written 4 cm3).

I . Using “centicubes” as your unit of measurement, write the volume of each object.
a)

2. Given a structure made of cubes,•
you can draw a “mat plan” as shown.

Volume =

_____

cubes

3 1 2 The numbers tell you how
many cubes are stacked

I in each position.

For each figure below, fill in the missing numbers in the mat plan.
a)

c)

Li On grid paper, draw a mat plan for each of the following structures (use cubes to help).
a)

_____

b)

it
c)

jump math

b)

Volume =

c)

cubes
Volume = cubes

d)



M E5-34 : Volume of Rectangular Prisms

page 288

I . Use the number of blocks in the shaded column to write an addition statement and a multiplication

statementfor each area.

a) r 3+3+3+3=12 b) ..
j I _+_+_÷_+_=_-_---

3x4=12
* , I 1

)( =

c) + -F -I- -F + + =

x =

2. How many I cm3 blocks are in each shaded row? (Blocks are not shown to scale.)

H\N

__
___________blocks ___________blocks ___________blocks ___________

3. a) Write an addition statement for the volume of the shape.

++

b) Write a multiplication statement for the same volume.

______

4. a) How many blocks are shaded?

______

b) Write an addition statement for the volume of the shape:

____

+

____

+

____

+ = . cm3

c) Write a multiplication statement for the same volume:

x4= cm3

5. Write an addition and multiplication statement for each volume.

a)

+

____

+

____

=

______

cm3

c, jump moth
rQj

b)

____

x 3 =

_______

cm3

____

+

____

+

____

+

____

+ =

______

cm3

___________blocks

+ = cm3

x4=

_
_
_

cm3

c)

____

+

____

+

____

+ =

______

cm3

_____x

___

=

_____

cm3

____

x =

______

cm3

r’t2
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ME5-34: Volume of Rectangular Prisms (continued) page 289
6. Claire stacks blocks to make a tower.

She finds the number of cubes in each tower by multiplying the number of cubes in the base by the
number of layers.

3cm

b)a)

cubes
L____)

x 2 cm
cubes blocksin number

each layer of layers
(--Th

Volume of base
6 cm3

7. Find the volume of each.

blocks in
each layer

(----Th

a) What is the area of the base of each structure?
b) What is the volume of the base layer?
c) What is the volume of the structure?

9o

d)c)

c)

number
of layers

2 cm3 x 3 x

= cm3

a)

2 cm3 x 3 x

= cm3

number
of layers

d)

2cm3x 3 2cm3x3x2
=6cm3

=

___

cm3

b)

x

= cm3 = cm3

[1 8. Peter notices that the area of the base ofa rectangular prism is the same numberas the volume of the base layer of blocks.

He calculates the volume of the prism
by multiplying the area of the base
layer by the number of layers. Will his
method work for all rectangular prisms?

9.

A
B

x
x

x

= cm3 = cm3

Area of base
6 cm2

C



Width:

_________

Length:

________

Height:

________

Volume =_______

Width:

_________

Length:

_______

Height:

________

Volume =

_______

Number of blocks on end

= height x width

= ______x

____

=12

Width:

_________

Length:

________

Height:

_________

Volume —

Width:

_________

Length:

________

Height:

________

Volume —

ME544: Volume of Rectangular Prisms (continued)

•1 0. How many blocks are on the end of each prism?

a) b) c)

page 29

Number of blocks on end

= height x width

= x

____

=8

Number of blocks on end

= height x width

=.
3 x 2 = 6

I 1. How many blocks are in each prism?

a) b)
height

width

c)

Number of blocks in prism . Number of blocks in prism Number of blocks in prism

= height x width x length = height x width x length height x width x length

= x x = = x x = = x x =

I 2. Find the volume of each box with the indicated dimensions (assume all units are in metres).

HINT: VHXLxW

a)

c)

b)

d)

3

I 3. Find the volumes of the rectangular prisms from the mat plans shown below.

a) Width:

_____

b) Width:

_____

c)

Length:

____

Length:

____

— I •

5 5 5 3 3 10
:

Height:

____

Height:

_____ _______________

Volume = Volume

jump moth
MUYii’LYflO ‘oflWtr4L

Width:

_____

10101010
Length:

____

loLloLioLlo Height:.

Volume =

‘ , 1:1 rt,i1fi
(‘ )f / / ,

kd&á1.:



ME5-35: Mass
Mass measures the amount of substance
in a thing. Grams (g) and kilograms (kg)
are units for measuring weight or mass.

One kilogram is equal to I 000 grams.

a) How much would 350 in nickels weigh?

_______________

b) How much would 12 dimes weigh?

_____________

c) How much would $1 .00 in quarters weigh?

______________

d) How much would 50 loonies weigh?

______________

e) How many quarters weigh as much as I 2 nickels?

_______________

f) How many pennies would weigh as much as 2 nickels?

___________

4. Estimate the weight of the following things in kilograms:

a) your math book

________

b) your desk c) a bicycle

What unit is more appropriate to measure each item? Circle the appropriate unit.
5. 6.

Ob jump math
C.’Qi

page 291

r ———-————.-——

Things that weigh about Things that weigh about
onegj: one icilogram:
V A paper clip ‘ A one litre bottle of water
v, A dime I A bag of 200 nickels
*( Achocolatechip i Asquirrel

=======z==:======

I . Estimate the weight ofthe following things, in grams.
REMEMBER: A I litre bottle of water weighs I kg or 1000 g.

a) a pencil

_______________

b) an orange

_____________

c) this workbook

_________

2. Can you name an object that weighs about one gram?

_____________________________________

3.
Penny 2.5 grams

Nickel 4 grams

Dime 2gram

Quarter 4.5 grams

Loonie 7 grams

grams or kilograms?

grams or kilograms?

grams or kilograms?

grams or kilograms?

grams or kilograms?

grams or kilograms?



ME5-35: Mass (continued)
page29a

7. Order (by letter) the following from greatest to least mass.

A. dog B. mouse C. giraffe ,

_________ ________

8. Check off the appropriate box. Would you use grams or kilograms to weigh .

a) a computer? LJ g • LI kg b) a bed? J g fl kg

c) a piece of bread? L1 g El kg d) a frog?

e) a pen? LI g LI kg f) an apple?

9. Write in the missing masses to balance the scales.

a)$,
rr

/2kg\/2kg\/3kg\ /3kg\/ \

U io. 1 kilogram = 1 000 grams
1

kilometre = 1 000 metres

Looking at the equations above, what do you

think the Greek word “kilo” means?

1 2. What do you need to multiply a measurement

in kilograms by to change it to grams?

1 3. Write an estimate of your weight ...

a) in kilograms

b) in grams

1 4. A baby has a mass of 4 500 grams,

which is the’ same as 4.5 kg.

Another baby has a mass of 3 500 grams.

What is its mass in kg?

b)

L1 kg

E1 kg

11 . a) The cost of shipping a package is $3.00

for each kilogram shipped.

How much does it cost to ship a package

that weighs 1 4 kilograms?

A rat has a mass of
about 60 grams.
What is the mass of
5 rats?

c) There are 260 trout in the pond, and each

weighs approximately two kilograms.

What is the total weight of all the trout’ in

the pond?

‘c7 jump moth
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,
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b)
t -. I

1 5. A matchbox has a mass of 20 g.

The mass of the match box alone is 8 g.

If there are 6 matches in the box,

what is the mass of each match?



ME5-36: Capacity
page 293

The capacity of a container is how much it can hold.The capacity of a regular carton of milk is I L.

Litres (L) and millilitres (mL) are the basic units for measuring capacity —+ I litre (L) = 1000 millilitres (mL)
Some sample capacities:

I teaspoon = 5 mL 1 can ofpop = 350 mL I regular carton ofjuice = I LI tube of toothpaste = 75 mL I large bottle of shampoo = 750 mL I large can of paint = 3 to 5 L

I . Check off the appropriate box. Would you use millilitres (mL) or litres (L) to measure ...

a) a glass ofwater? mL L b) a rain drop? mL Lc) a bath tub? LI mL J L d) a bucket of ice cream? El mL Le) a swimming pool? L mL L f) a medicine bottle? j mL LJ L

2. Circle the appropriate unit to measure the capacity of each container. Is it litres (L) or millilitres (mL)?
a) LormL?

• b) LormL?

c) LormL? d) LormL?

a) How many containers of size C would hold 20 L?

b) How many containers of size A would hold as much3 L
water as 4 containers of size B?

B 5L
c) Which will hold more, 4 containers of size B orA C 3 containers of size C?

4. For each of the following capacities, how many containers would be needed to make a litre? Explain.a) I 00 mL b) 200 mL c) 500 mL • d) 250 mL
Jenna bought:

. 2 L ofjuice . a 500 mL bottle of canola oil . a 1.5 L bottle of soda
JcWhat is the total capacity of the items in mL?

: j
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2. Audrey places a layer of centicubes in the bottom of
a small glass box.

a) How many centicubes are in the box?

_________

b) How many centicubes would it take to fill the box
3cm

completely?

C) What is the volume of the box?

___________

d) What is the capacity of the box?

___________

1 cm

3. All the jars below initially contained 300 mL of water. Find the volume of each toy.

a)
1L

800 m
600 m
400mL •

200mL .

Water displaced

300 mL

Volume of toy =

300 cm3

b)

1L

800 m
600 m
400 mL
200mL

Water displaced =

Volume of toy

c)
1L

800 m
600 m

400mL •

200 mL •

Water displaced =

Volume of toy =

d)

L

Water displaàed =

Volume of toy =

4. Why would it be difficult to measure the volume of the container

shown using Audrey’s method in Question 2?

5. The water level in a jar rises from 200 mL to 500 mL when some strawberries are immersed in it.

What is the strawberries’ volume?

A’

ME5-37: Volume and Capacity .

page

A centicube has height, length, and width of 1 cm. Its volume is 1 cm3. height
[ Jlength

A centicube will displace 1 mL of liquid. wkth

.

1 cm cubed OR 1 cm3

1 . a) How much does the water level rise each time

a centicube is placed in the container?

__________

b) How many mL of water does .

one centicube displace9

___________

mL ‘ mL

c) Complete the equation 1 cm3 =

______

mL

{



ME548: Changing Units of Measurement page 295

I Change theamount given from dollars and cents to cents.

a) 3 dollars 27 cents = 327cents b) 8 dollars 16 cents =

c) 9 dollars 2 cents = d) 3 dollars 7 cents =

2. Change the measurement from metres and centimetres to centimetres.

a)5mlcm=5Oicrn b) 3m8cm= c) 7ml4cm=

d) 9m48cm= e)l6mlOcm= f) lm2cm=

3. Change the measurement from kilometres and metres to metres.

a) 8km5m=8005m b) 3km 62m= c) 9km 6m=

d) 5km 7m= e) 12km 327m=

________

f) 19km lm=

______

4. Change from hours and minutes to minutes. Remember, there are 60 minutes in an hour.

a) 2h 2min=122m, b) lh 5min= c) 2h lOmin=

______

d) 3 h 15 mm = e) 3 h 48 mm = f) 4 h 25 mm =

BONUS
5. Change each amount to a decimal in the larger unit.

a) $9and2Ø= $Yc? b) $l8and3Ø= c) $57and2Ø=

d) 9m 7cm= e) 5m 27cm= f) 5cm 2mm=

g) 6dm lcm= h) 7L 2mL= I) 8kg27g=

__________

.

J 6. A sunflower can grow about 3 cm in a day.t:
About how many months will it take to reach 3 metres?

4 9o jump math
,



page 125
ME5-1 : Telling Time -÷ Review

I . How many minutes is it past the hour? Count by 5s around the clock, filling in the boxes as you go.

a)

10 2

(9

\8 4J
\j/’

c) El d) LI

2. Under each clock, write the time in two ways — digitally and in words:

a) b) c)

6 6

[:J
6

ri

3. Draw the hands on the following clocks to show the time given:

a) 11:21 b) 8:46 c) 3:19

¶o jump moth



ME5-2: Telling Time —> The Second Hand

The second hand is longer and thinner than both the minute and hour hands.

The second hand is read just like th minute hand.

E..zJ. .

minute hand

d)

LZ1. L: :J

f)

LZ: :

Qh jump math
-J w(:IPLYINQ op f:

.1
page26 I

I

The exact time shown above, including seconds, is

I . Under each clock, write the time digitally:

a) b) c)

I L: :1

e)



ME5-2: Telling Time —* The Second Hand (continued) page 127

2. Find the difference in the times on the two clocks:

Qa)

b)

c)

mm

S

____

mm

_____

s

= S

mm

=

_
_
_

S

inminutesand seconds

in seconds only

3. Using the clock in your classroom, do the following tasks witha partner.

Fill in the chart carefully and be sure to do all your estimations first!

Don’t forget to include units:

Task

Write out the alphabet on a piece of paper

Countby5sto200

Name all the students in your class

Count backwards from I 00 to I

Estimated Time Actual Time

c jump math
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ME5-3: Telling Time in Different Ways

What time is it?

I . In each case, write the time in numbers. The first one has been done for you:

a) twenty minutes after five .5 : 20
•

b) quarter past eleven

_____

:

_____

c) three fifty-six •
.

_____
_____

d) eightthirty

_____
_____

e) forty-one minutes after seven

_____

:

_____

. 6

f) quarter to nine
•

_____

:._____ • To check your answers, you
‘

can use this clock to draw inBONUS
the hands for each question.g) sixteenminutestofour

____

:

____

. Be sure to use pencil so you
. can erase and re-use the clock!h) twenty-three minutes to twelve

______

:

______

(or use a cardboard clock)

ç Jump moth
Qi

page ‘128:

Actually allthree people are correct. There are many different ways you can read clocks — you’veprobably heard all the variations above. Here are a few more you might recognize:

Oh, I thought it was
at half past twelve. I I don’t think so. Isn’t

:
-

t) ‘‘ 7 //fl

* jjj3 i
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page 129

a) 9:48

[ :

b) 4:32

r:]

jump math
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ME5-3: Telling Time in Different Ways (continued)

2. For each question below, use words to write the time in two different ways.

Look at a clock face to help you see the answers.

EXAMPLE: 6:42 can be written “42 minutes after 6” or “18 minutes to 7.”

a) •
11:35 b) 7:40

c) .
4:57 d) I :34

BONUS
e) Can you think of three different ways of writing the following time?

.‘ll
12 i)

____________________________________

iii)

3. For each question, the time should be given in four ways:

. In digital form

. Inanalogform

. In written form — two different ways



ME5-4: Elapsed Time

I . By counting by 5s, find out how much time elapsed from...

a)

. d)

2. Count by 5s to show how much time has elapsed between . .

a) 8:45and9:20.

0 5 10 15

b) 3:40 and4:10.

C) 11:25and 12:05.

d) 12:3Sandl:15.

______________, ______________, ______________

Time elapsed:

3. Karl started studying at 7:25 and finished at 8:10. How long did he study?

4. Briana left for school at 7:45. Amil left half an hour later. When did Amil leave?

5. Tom put a loaf of bread in the oven at 3:50. It should bake for 45 minutes.
At what time should he take the loaf out?

p) jump math

b)

page

c)

5:10 to 5:30 4:10 to 4:40

e)

11:2Oto 11:55

f)

6:35 to 6:55 3:40 to 4:00 10:25to 11:00

Time elapsed:

_______

Time elapsed: ._______

Time elapsed:

_______

I



ME54: Elapsed Time (continued) page 131

6. Find how much time has passed between the times in bold (intervals are not shown to scale).

20 minutes 2 hours 5 minutes

a) i I I I i
1:40 1:45 1:50 1:55 2:00 3:00 4:00 4:05

Time elapsed:

b)
I I

10:50 10:55 11:00 12:00 1:00 2:00 2:05 2:10

Timeelapsed:

c)

12:45 12:50 12:55 1:00 2:00 3:00 3:05 3:10 3:15

Time elapsed:

_________

7. Count on by 5-minute and by 1-hour intervals to find out how much time has elapsed between ...

a) 9:4Oand 12:05.

9:40 , 9:45 , 9:50 ,

_____, _____, _____,

, ,

_____

Time elapsed:

______

b) 4:5Oand7:10.

_____, _____, _____, _____,

. ,‘

_____, _____, _____

Time elapsed:

c) 6:55andll:10. .

_____, _____ _____, _____, _____, _____, _____, _____

Time elapsed:

______

8. Find howmuch time has elapsed by subtracting the times.

a) 3:43 b) 8:22 c) 11:48 d) 6:40 e) 3:42
3:20 7:21 5:30 2:25 1:05

9. Draw a time line to find out how much time has elapsed between . . .

a) 9:3Oandll:05. b) 2:35and4:05. c) 1:5Oand4:15.

o jumpmath 4 7 (
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